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1.Which organizational level is a Work Center assigned to? 
A. Plant 
B. Storage location 
C. Client 
D. Production supervisor 
Answer: A 
 
2.Which configuration process/scenario prevents the display of a BOM explosion in the sales order? 
Note: There are 2 correct Answers to this question. 
A. Sales Order (SET) for both processing modes 
B. Order BOM with processing mode AVC 
C. Order BOM with processing mode classic and standard settings 
D. Planned/Production Order without BOM explosion for both processing modes 
Answer: C,D 
 
3.You write object dependencies for a BOM item. In the single-level configuration, you query the 
configuration for the header material. 
Which syntax elements have the same meaning? 
A. None of these. $self, $parent and $root address different levels. 
B. $self = $root 
C. $self = $parent 
D. $parent = $root 
Answer: D 
 
4.Which scenario is possible when you create plant specific data with the Product Master app? 
A. You can define multiple plant information outside Product Master. 
B. You can only define one plant information inside Product Master. 
C. You can only define one plant information outside Product Master. 
D. You can define multiple plant information inside Product Master. 
Answer: D 
 
5.The customer wants to see the cross-plant material status inside the object search in classification. 
How do you satisfy the customer's requirement? 
A. Add the cross-plant material status field to the database classification table. 
B. Change the screen sequence of the classification view. 
C. Create a custom data type in customizing. 
D. Create a reference characteristic. 
Answer: D 
 
 


